
BARAK-VEL, CITY OF SACRIFICE 
 
Barak-Vel began as a sizable skyfleet, cut off and swept away from their commanders in Barak-
Urbaz by a protracted aetheric storm. Some search parties braved the storm to look for them, but 
came up empty. The names of the missing were recorded as tragic lost capital, and when they 
unexpectedly returned home, depleted, battered, and exhausted, the celebration soured when it 
became clear that they were changed duardin. 
 
During their absence, the dwindling supplies among them sent tensions soaring as high as the 
ships they guided through the treacherous skies. Each ship began hoarding their stocks, their 
captains determined to be among those who returned to their families. Gunhaulers began falling 
behind first, never to be seen in the sky again. Then, several Frigates followed them. Crews 
shouted threats back and forth through the maelstrom, demanding the supplies from the ships of 
the other. 
 
When fighting broke out, and the first Ironclad fell burning to the ground, it dawned on those 
that remained that if they kept on their path, all of the ships might parish. It was then that an 
endrineer on the admiral’s flagship, Abnegation, took matters into his own hands. His name was 
Aghatharn Vel. He rallied the crew to oust the admiral, who amassed the most out of the fleet, 
and when he took count of the Ironclad’s supplies, he found that they had enough to keep the 
remainder of the fleet fed and supplied for one week more. So he distributed the stock among all 
that remained, starting with the crews in most dire need. When the fleet emerged from the storm 
and the crews got their bearings, they knew that Vel’s gamble had paid off, for they all were still 
within sailing distance of home. 
 
When news of how Vel’s skyfleet survived spread through Barak-Urbaz, the poorer duardin took 
interest and the richest felt dread. Within days, there were calls to implement Vel’s redistributive 
measures to ease some of the burden on the lowliest of the city. Furious debates rocked the city’s 
taverns and squares, where arguments flew for both sides of the issue. 
 
After a week, the Admiral’s Council had enough. Not one of them approved of Vel’s new 
“principles,” even over his stated commitment to the Code. The council stripped him of his 
nascent rank and allocated him a rickety, stripped-down Gunhauler with orders to sail toward the 
horizon and never return. To the council’s surprise and dismay, scores of privateers, some of 
them quite wealthy, sailed away with him, taking with them an estimated 389,000 shares of 
aether-gold. The new captain of the Abnegation even cast his lot with Vel, renaming his vessel 
Ruin’s Abnegation in honor of Vel’s fleet-saving achievement. His followers vowed to found 
another sky-port around him, over his own protests. 
 
Thus, in earnest, the great Barak-Vel experiment began. 

 
 
 
 



ABILITIES 
Altruistic Principles: The duardin of Barak-Vel are unusually selfless, supporting each other 
when support is sorely needed. 
 
Once per phase, when you would say that 1 unit from your army will spend a share of aether-
gold, you may choose a SKYFARER unit without a share of aether-gold instead. If you do so, 
that unit can spend 1 share of aether-gold belonging to another unit within 4” of them. When a 
unit spends another’s aether-gold in this way, do not subtract from either unit’s Bravery 
characteristic. 
 

KHARADRON CODE 
Your army must use the following interpretations of the Kharadron Code: 
 
Artycle – Settle the Grudges: After armies are set up but before the first battle round begins, 
pick 1 enemy unit. You can re-roll hit rolls of 1 for attacks made by friendly KHARADRON 
OVERLORDS units that target that unit. 
 
Amendment – Leave No Duardin Behind: Add 2 to the Bravery characteristic of friendly 
SKYFARER units while they are wholly within 12” of a friendly SKYVESSEL. 
 
Footnote – Without Our Ships, We Are Naught: Once per battle, you can heal up to D3 
wounds allocated to a friendly SKYVESSEL. 
 
 

COMMAND TRAIT 
A BARAK-VEL general must have this command trait: 
 
It’s Not All for Me: All of Barak-Vel’s wealthiest have much for themselves, but when hardship 
and strife loom over the sky-port, they open their coffers to keep their comrades fed. 
 
Your general starts with 3 shares of aether-gold, but they can only spend 1 share for themselves. 


